Modeling of Protrusion Phenotypes Driven by the Actin-Membrane Interaction
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ABSTRACT We propose a mathematical model for simulating the leading-edge dynamics of a migrating cell from the interplay among elastic properties, architecture of the actin cytoskeleton, and the mechanics of the membrane. Our approach is based on the description of the length and attachment dynamics of actin filaments in the lamellipodium network. It is used to determine the total force exerted on the membrane at each position along the leading edge and at each time step. The model reproduces the marked state switches in protrusion morphodynamics found experimentally between epithelial cells in control conditions and cells expressing constitutively active Rac, a signaling molecule involved in the regulation of lamellipodium network assembly. The model also suggests a mechanistic explanation of experimental distortions in protrusion morphodynamics induced by deregulation of Arp2/3 and cofilin activity.

INTRODUCTION

Recent high-resolution analysis by live cell microscopy has revealed distinct phenotypes in the morphodynamics of cell protrusion. The phenotypes change discretely upon manipulation of pathways that regulate the assembly of the actin cytoskeleton (1), the main driver of cell protrusion (2). Remarkably, the phenotypes are characteristic to cell type and mode of perturbation. They show little cell-to-cell variation despite significant shape heterogeneity between cells. Therefore, cell shape dynamics contain relevant information about cytoskeleton regulation. Finding a way to extract this information would open the possibility of studying the function of molecular regulators of motility by measuring the effect of their perturbation on cell morphodynamics. To this end, we have begun to develop a computational model to simulate the behavior of cell morphodynamics in response to force generation by the cytoskeleton, taking into account the elastic properties and dynamic geometry of the membrane as well as of the actin cytoskeleton.

The actin network juxtaposed to the plasma membrane forms a brush of unlinked filament tips undergoing thermal fluctuation. This causes an entropic force estimated to be strong enough to drive membrane protrusion (3,4). The efficiency of entropic force generation relies on the close apposition of filament ends to the membrane and the shortness of the free fluctuating length of filaments (5). The first condition is fulfilled in the protruding lamellipodium by persistent polymerization of G-actin at the leading edge (2). The rate of filament growth is by itself sensitive to load (4,6,7). The second condition is the result of the balance among filament nucleation, capping, cross-linking, and depolymerization. Moreover, experimental evidence suggests transient attachment of filaments to the membrane during the nucleation process (8–11) entailing a force-extension relation different from the one of freely fluctuating tips and the possibility of filaments pulling back the membrane (7,11). It is reasonable to assume that the duration of attachment also depends on the force between filament and membrane (7,12). The forces exerted by actin filaments on the membrane determine therefore not only how the membrane moves, but they feed-back onto the state of filament attachment and growth rate, resulting in spatiotemporal coupling of dynamics of cytoskeleton assembly, force production, and cell morphological responses. These coupled dynamics could be the cause of the complex shape changes, as observed, for example, with epithelial cells.

A model that accounts for both the length and attachment dynamics of an actin filament population was proposed recently (13). It can mimic both steady and saltatory motion of the obstacle, comparable to the behavior observed for Listeria, and allows the prediction of transitions between these motion types upon parameter changes (13,14).

Here we extend this model to soft obstacles with dynamic shapes like the plasma membrane limiting the lamellipodium, thereby including membrane tension. Furthermore, we adapt the geometry of the actin network considered in Gholami et al. (13) to the structures described for the lamellipodium (2). Together, this provides us with a computational tool to map the internal dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton and to relate them to the external shape dynamics of the membrane. We focus our analysis on the two regimes of protrusion dynamics characteristic to the regulation of lamellipodia in migrating epithelial cells which were denoted as $I$-state and $V$-state (1). In the $V$-state, localized, random bursts of protrusions initiate protrusion waves that propagate...
transversally along the edge. Whenever two propagating waves collide, they annihilate each other. The I-state consists of spatially homogeneous and synchronized oscillations between protrusion and retraction along the entire leading edge. Experimentally, the switch between V- and I-states has been associated with deregulation of Rac-activation (1).

**MODEL**

The assembly of the actin cytoskeleton in the lamellipodium is controlled by a network of signaling pathways (15) converging onto a few parameters such as, e.g., the force-independent free polymerization velocity \( v_p^{\text{max}} \) (see below) or the binding rate of filaments to the membrane. Our model starts with these parameters. With this approach, we closely follow the modeling strategy of the tethered ratchet model (7,16), to which we add the dynamics of the free length of polymer in the brush.

Single filaments transfer mechanical momentum to the membrane only if they are anchored in a scaffold. We assume that the filament network itself, cross-linked and adherent to the substrate, provides this support. The freely fluctuating part of a filament measured from the point of the last bond to the tip is flexed by Brownian motion and can be characterized by its contour length \( l \), the distance \( z \) between fixed point and membrane, and the angle \( \theta \) between filament and normal to the membrane. If the filament is not attached to the membrane, the probability density distribution \( P(z) \) of the end-to-end distance defines a free energy \( F(z) = -k_B T \ln P(z) \), from which the average normal force on the membrane can be derived as (17)

\[
\langle f \rangle (z) = -\frac{\partial F(z)}{\partial z}.
\]

The scale of this force is given by the Euler buckling force

\[
f_c = k_B T l_p / l^2,
\]

where \( l_p \) denotes the persistence length of the filament (4,5). In the following, we use the force dependence on contour length, distance to the membrane, and angle \( f_d(l, z, \theta) \) (see Supporting Material and Fig. 1 A) in the weakly bending rod approximation derived in Gholami et al. (5). The function \( f_d(l, z, \theta) \) is suitable for polymer stiffness \( \epsilon = ll_p < 0.1 \) (5), characteristic to lamellipodial actin networks.

It is believed that the directionality of cell protrusions is maintained by directed growth (18). Whereas detached filaments always push the membrane, filaments can also exert a pulling force during attachment, depending on their length and position relative to the membrane. The molecular details of filament-membrane links are not yet fully understood. We therefore assume that single filaments can transiently attach to the membrane via linker proteins that behave like elastic springs. We distinguish three regimes for the force \( f_d \) exerted by the serial arrangement of polymer and linker, depending on the relation between the distance to the membrane \( z \), the projection \( R_{\|} \) of the equilibrium end-to-end distance onto the membrane normal, and the contour length \( l \) (see Fig. 1 B) (13):

\[
f_d(l, z, \theta) = \begin{cases} -k_l (z - R_{\|}), & z \leq R_{\|}, \\ -k_{\text{eff}} (z - R_{\|}), & R_{\|} < z < l \cos \theta, \\ -k_l (z - l \cos \theta) - k_{\text{eff}} (l \cos \theta - R_{\|}), & z \geq l \cos \theta. \end{cases}
\]

The three cases correspond to

1. The compressed filament pushes against the membrane.
2. The filament and linker pull the membrane while being stretched together.
3. A filament is fully stretched but the linker continues to pull the membrane by being stretched further.

We also assume that the linker can move freely in the membrane, so that the force exerted by attached filaments is normal to the membrane. Here, \( k_l, k_{\text{eff}} \) are the linear elastic coefficients of polymer, linker, and serial polymer-linker arrangement, respectively. For \( k_{\|} \) we use the linear response coefficient of a wormlike chain grafted at both ends (see Supporting Material) (19,20), itself a function of polymer stiffness and incidence angle (20).

Because the forces between membrane and single filaments are highly sensitive to the contour length and depend on the attachment state of the filament, the model has to include, as variables, the length and the attachment kinetics of the actin network. The free fluctuating length of a filament can change through elongation or shortening of both ends. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that depolymerization occurs only in the region where filaments are cross-linked. Thus, the dynamics of the filament length is controlled by two parameters—the rate of polymerization when the filament is detached from the membrane, and the rate of cross-linking (see Fig. 1).

According to Mogilner and Oster (4), the polymerization velocity of single filaments decreases exponentially with load

\[
v_p = v_p^{\text{max}} \exp(-f_d \cos \theta / k_B T),
\]

where \( f_d \) is the force produced by a detached filament growing against the membrane, and \( \delta \) is the size of an actin monomer. The free polymerization velocity \( v_p^{\text{max}} \) depends on the G-actin concentration in the cell. We assume this to be
a control parameter whose value is determined by the mechanisms of branching, capping, filament severing, ADP/ATP exchange, etc.

The rate of cross-linking, i.e., the probability for a filament to form new bonds with other filaments, increases with the available unlinked length of the filament and saturates at a value dependent on the available cross-linker concentration:

\[
v_{g} = v_{g}^{\text{max}} \tanh(l/\bar{l}).
\]

Here, \(v_{g}^{\text{max}}\) is the maximum gel velocity and \(\bar{l}\) can be perceived as the width of the brush-gel transition region (see Fig. 1). We found that results only weakly depend on the choice of the value for \(\bar{l}\) (data not shown).

The transient attachment of filaments to the membrane is defined by the rate \(k_{a}\). We assume the force-dependent rate of detachment (12).

\[
k_{d} = k_{d}^{0} \exp(-\delta f_{a}/k_{B} T).
\]

Here \(f_{a}\) is the pulling force exerted on the membrane by an attached filament and \(k_{d}^{0}\) denotes the rate of spontaneous detachment. We use again \(\delta\) as a typical length for the dissociation process.

Our model actin network is polarized and grows in the direction of cell movement. This direction defines a symmetry axis. We consider four populations of filaments along the cell edge: attached (a) and detached (d) filaments, each of them divided into a subpopulation oriented to the right (+) and to the left (−) of the symmetry axis. These populations are described by their number density distributions \(N_{a,d}(l, x, t)\) in dependence on the free contour length between gel and membrane \(l\). The length distributions along the \(x\) axis obey

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N_{a}^{\pm} &= \frac{\partial}{\partial l} \left[ (\varphi_{g} - v_{p}) N_{a}^{\pm} \right] - k_{d} N_{a}^{\pm} + k_{d} N_{a}^{\mp}, \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N_{d}^{\pm} &= \frac{\partial}{\partial l} \left[ (\varphi_{g} N_{a}^{\pm}) \right] + k_{d} N_{d}^{\pm} - k_{d} N_{d}^{\mp}.
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, \(\varphi_{g} = v_{g}^{\text{max}}[1/\cos\theta_{0}, l/(y - y_{g})]\) defines the local velocity of gelation, where \(\theta_{0}\) is the angle between
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\caption{Interaction between membrane and actin network filaments at the leading edge. The lamellipodial actin network has two functionally different parts: a cross-linked part forming a gel, and a brush of free fluctuating polymer ends extending toward the cell membrane. The position of the membrane is described by the function \(y(x)\). The boundary between the brush and the cross-linked network region is described by the function \(y_{g}(x)\). Filaments attach to the membrane at rate \(k_{a}\), and attached filaments detach at rate \(k_{d}\). Detached filaments elongate by polymerization with velocity \(v_{p}\). Cross-linkers continuously bind to the free polymers, so that the gel boundary \(y_{g}(x)\) advances at velocity \(v_{g}\) (Inset A) Force \(f_{d}\) exerted by detached filaments depends on the contour length \(l\), distance to the membrane tangent \(z\), and angle \(\theta\). (Inset B) Force \(f_{a}\) exerted by attached filaments depends on the relation between the distance to the membrane \(z\), the projection \(R_{k}\) of the equilibrium end-to-end distance on the membrane normal, and the contour length \(l\). (Inset C) Geometry of the problem: \(P_{1}\) is the fixed end of the filament and \(P_{1}P_{2}\) is the grafting direction. The distance \(z\) from \(P_{1}\) to the local tangent to the membrane at \(P_{2}\) relates to \(y - y_{g}\) by \(z\cos(\theta_{0} + \alpha) = (y - y_{g})\cos\theta_{0}\), where \(\alpha = \arctan y_{x}\) is the local slope of the membrane.}
\end{figure}
the grafting direction and the cross-linking velocity \( v_g \), which points in the direction of the symmetry axis \( y \) (see Fig. 1).

The total normal force density exerted by the actin cytoskeleton on the plasma membrane can be computed as

\[
F_{\text{actin}}(x, t) = \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} \int_0^\infty N_i(l, x, t) f_j(l, z^i \theta) \, dl,
\]

where \( z^\pm = (y - y_h) \cos(\theta^\pm) / \cos(\theta_h) \) denotes the distance between the fixed end of the filament and the tangent to the membrane at the point closest to the free end, and \( \theta^\pm = \pm \theta_0 + \arctan(y_h) \) is the angle between grafting direction and membrane normal (see Fig. 1 C).

We assume that the membrane is under constant tension \( S \). This results in a resistance force to bending. The linear force density is given by

\[
F_{\text{tension}}(x, t) = S \frac{y_{xx}}{1 + y_{xx}^2}.
\]

\( F_{\text{tension}}(x, t) \) points in the direction of the local normal to the membrane. Finally, the moving membrane is under the influence of the drag force of the surrounding intracellular fluid and other viscous forces, e.g., flow of membrane. The evolution of the membrane position is then defined by the force balance at the membrane,

\[
\partial_t y(x, t) = \frac{1}{\eta} (F_{\text{actin}} + F_{\text{tension}}),
\]

where \( \eta \) is an effective viscous drag coefficient.

The evolution of the actin gel boundary (see Fig. 1) can be described by the local average cross-linking velocity subtracted by the velocity \( v_t \) of the retrograde flow of the cross-linked gel:

\[
\partial_t y_g(x, t) = \frac{1}{\eta} \left( \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} \int_0^\infty N_i(l, x, t) v_g(l) \, dl - y_t \right).
\]

The retrograde flow arises from contraction of the gel by myosin motors and the resultant force \( n_i F_a + n_d F_d \) exerted by the brush on the gel boundary. Whereas the magnitude of forces acting from the cell body on leading-edge membrane determines retrograde flow in general, changes of the resultant force arising from increases in leading-edge velocity occurring during V- and I-states modulate retrograde flow in the range 15–25% of the protrusion velocity (21).

The relatively small flow variations during protrusion events have been ascribed to a tight feedback between increases in boundary force and increases in adhesion forces subadjacent to the cell edge (22). Furthermore, we neglect in our model the effect of variable contraction, as it has been shown experimentally that lamellipodium-driven morphodynamics in epithelial cells is only weakly dependent on the activity of myosin motors (21). Hence, whereas gel properties set the average velocity of the lamellipodium, at the timescales of the V- and I-states, these parameters have little impact on the model behavior and we set \( v_t \) constant. In the following, \( \partial_t y_g(x, t) \) is referred to as the gel velocity.

The length distributions \( N_{x,d}^g \) quickly collapse into narrow distributions around mean values \( \bar{l}_{x,d} \) determined by the length for which the advection velocity in the dynamics of \( N_{x,d}^g \) is equal to zero (13). Therefore, in Eqs. 3–5, we approximate the mean values of forces, cross-linking velocity and polymerization velocity, with the values these functions assume at the mean lengths \( \bar{l}_{x,d} \) and obtain (see (13,14))

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t n_x^g(x, t) &= k_d n_x^g - k_a n_x^g = -\partial_x n_x^g, \\
\partial_t l_x^g(x, t) &= -\frac{n_{a}}{n_{g}} (l_x^g - l_x^a), \\
\partial_t l_d^g(x, t) &= \frac{n_{a}}{n_{g}} (l_d^g - l_d^a), \\
\partial_t y(x, t) &= \frac{1}{\eta} \left[ \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} n_i f_j(l_i, y, x_h) + S \frac{y_{xx}}{1 + y_{xx}^2} \right] - \frac{1}{\eta} \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} n_i l_i(x, t) v_g(l_i), \\
\partial_t y_g(x, t) &= \frac{1}{\eta} \left( \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} n_i l_i(x, t) v_g(l_i) - \frac{1}{\eta} \sum_{i=\pm d} \sum_{j=\pm} n_i l_i(x, t) v_g(l_i) \right) - y_t.
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \( n_{x,d}^g(x, t) \) are the total linear densities of the different filament populations. The results presented in the following are obtained from the expressions in Eq. 6.

**RESULTS**

Our model implies a shape-mediated, spatial coupling of neighboring points on the membrane. First, the forces exerted by attached and detached filaments depend on the angle between filament and membrane normal, and on the distance from the fixed end of the filament to the membrane tangent. Both change when the local orientation of the membrane changes (see Fig. 1). Second, membrane tension depends on the local curvature. This means that the temporal evolution of a membrane point \( x \) depends not only on the position of the membrane \( y(x) \), but also on the positions of its neighbors. Accordingly, different morphodynamic patterns are being formed in dependence on the regime of local dynamics. We review first the local behavior, and then derive from it the behavior of the spatially coupled system.

**Local dynamics**

Local dynamics is described by the time evolution of a single point of the membrane in the absence of any coupling to neighboring points. Depending on parameter values, the system either is in steady motion, or shows velocity oscillations (13). The dynamic regime changes upon parameter variation due to a Hopf bifurcation (Fig. 2 D). It occurs because the system becomes unstable with respect to perturbations...
of \( n_a \) away from the stationary state. (In mathematical terms: the unstable eigenvector of the Jacobi matrix is almost parallel to the \( n_a \)-axis in phase space.) More generally, it becomes unstable with respect to all perturbations which entail a perturbation in \( n_a \). For example, perturbations in the distance between membrane and gel boundary, which we applied in the simulations of Fig. 2, shift the force balance and dissociation rate, and therefore also change \( n_a \). Decreasing \( n_a \) leads to stronger forces on the bonds of the remaining attached filaments, resulting in their detachment from the membrane. On the stable side of the bifurcation, \( n_a \)-perturbations are amplified, if they exceed a threshold value (Fig. 2 B). Perturbations smaller than that value, decay (Fig. 2 A). The existence of such a perturbation threshold above which perturbations are amplified is called excitatory dynamics.

On the unstable side of the bifurcation, all \( n_a \)-perturbations grow until they turn into oscillations. The oscillation involves periodic attachment and detachment of filaments to the membrane and consists of two phases (see Fig. 3):

1. A compression phase (e.g., between 1.0 and 1.6 min), where the gel boundary advances faster than the membrane. In this phase, the fraction of attached filaments is high.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/fig2)

**FIGURE 2** Excitability. The system is prepared in the stable stationary state \( (y = y_0) \). At \( t = 0 \), the membrane position is perturbed \( (y(0) = y_0 + \Delta) \), whereas all other variables remain unperturbed. For \( \Delta < \Delta^* \), a small-scale decaying response of the membrane is observed, shown here by decaying oscillations of the membrane velocity \( A \). For perturbations greater than a threshold \( \Delta^* \), the system undergoes large-scale nonlinear responses before returning to steady state \( B \). The value of the threshold \( \Delta^* \) increases with the distance to the bifurcation in the polymerization velocity (C). \( D \) For values of \( v_p^{\text{max}} \) larger than the value of the Hopf bifurcation, the system exhibits a stable stationary state (solid line); below that value, it oscillates with the amplitudes shown by the dashed lines, and the stationary state is unstable (dotted line). The amplitude jumps to large values immediately at the Hopf bifurcation due to a canard explosion (14). The dynamics are excitable for \( v_p^{\text{max}} \) larger than and close to the Hopf bifurcation value. Parameter values are given in Table 1 and \( v_p^{\text{max}} = 150 \text{ nm s}^{-1} \) in panels \( A \) and \( B \).

![Figure 3](https://example.com/fig3)

**FIGURE 3** Different phases of motion during a protrusion cycle. (A) Time evolution of the distance \( y - y_g \) between membrane and gel as well as the projections \( I_d \cos \theta_0 \) and \( l \cos \theta_0 \) of the polymer lengths onto the direction of motion. The two insets show enlarged details of the maxima and minima of the curves to emphasize the difference between the two phases of the oscillation (see text): When gelation velocity exceeds membrane velocity, detached filaments are compressed \( (l \cos \theta_0 > y - y_g \approx l \cos \theta_0) \); when membrane velocity exceeds gelation velocity, both detached and attached filaments are relaxed \((y - y_g > l \cos \theta_0 \approx l \cos \theta_0) \) (B) Time evolution of the fraction of attached filaments. (C) Time evolution of the polymerization velocity.
2. A relaxation phase (e.g., between 1.6 and 2.5 min), where the membrane moves faster than the gel and a large fraction of filaments is detached.

During the compression phase, filaments shorten as the distance between membrane and gel decreases. Both Euler buckling force \((-1/l^2)\) and the spring constant \((-1/l^3)\) of the filament are strongly length-dependent. Consequently, the magnitude of forces exerted by both attached and detached filaments increases when filaments shorten. Due to the force dependence of the polymerization velocity, filament growth slows down even further. As a result, the magnitude of pulling forces increases superlinearly, which leads to explosive filament detachment (at \(t \approx 1.6\) min). The pushing force exerted by short detached filaments is strong and initiates accelerated membrane protrusion. The membrane advances faster than the gel, inducing relaxation of the filaments. In this phase, filaments grow at the maximum polymerization velocity, and initially do not stay attached to the membrane because detachment rate is still very high. With progression to longer filaments, the forces on the membrane begin to decrease, causing a reduced detachment rate (at \(t \approx 2.5\) min). An increased number of attached filaments slows down the membrane below the velocity of gelation. This condition initiates a new cycle of protrusion.

Membrane oscillations occur within certain ranges of polymerization, attachment, detachment, and cross-linking rates (see (14) for a detailed analysis). Very fast polymerization velocities lead to very high forces exerted by detached filaments. As a result, even when filaments attach, the membrane movement never falls below the gel growth velocity. Filaments do not reach the shortening phase and the membrane ends up moving steadily at the velocity of gelation. On the other hand, very slow polymerization velocities decrease the force of detached filaments below the critical value necessary to propel the membrane faster than the gel, as required for oscillations. Steady motion is reached also in this case.

Spatial coupling of membrane dynamics in asymmetric networks

The dependence of the entropic forces on the angle between filament and membrane (Fig. 4 A) induces a strongly nonlinear force response to a perturbation in the membrane shape. Filaments oriented closer to the membrane normal exert higher forces than filaments oriented with a larger angle to it (Fig. 4, B and C). Therefore, the force distribution over a shape perturbation is asymmetric, causing a one-sided propagation of the perturbation along the membrane. In the example of Fig. 4 D, most filaments are oriented to the right. The forces on the membrane are weaker where the membrane has a positive slope and stronger where the membrane has a negative slope. Accordingly, both shoulders of the shape perturbation propagate in the direction of the predominant filament orientation.

Spatial coupling of membrane dynamics in symmetric networks

Traveling waves

Although the asymmetry of filament orientation may alone define a mechanism for the transversal propagation of protrusion events, there is little evidence from electron micrographs for such an arrangement in lamellipodial actin networks \((23,24)\). Therefore, we consider the effect of spatial coupling via tension and angular dependence of forces in shape perturbations with symmetric networks. We assume right- and left-oriented filaments with identical density \(n/2\) at an angle of \(\pm 35^\circ\). To explore the dynamics under these conditions we excite the system with variations in the polymerization velocity associated with biochemical noise:

\[
    v_p \rightarrow v_p + Q\xi(x,t).
\]

Here, \(\xi\) denotes the space- and time-dependent Gaussian white noise (with the properties \(\langle \xi(x,t) \rangle = 0\), \(\langle \xi(x,t)\xi(x',t') \rangle = \delta(x-x')\delta(t-t')\)). The factor \(Q\) controls the noise amplitude.
Propagation of protrusions in the symmetric case is based on the excitability of the system. Excitability does not require filaments to be tilted with respect to the membrane and works in a large range of the angle $\theta$ (14). Protrusion waves can be initiated by perturbations in polymerization velocity, leading to perturbations of $n_a$. If a local perturbation exceeds the excitability threshold, it will be amplified (see Fig. 2 C). The membrane quickly moves forward due to the decrease of $n_a F_a$. The resulting protrusion pulls on the bonds of attached filaments in the immediate neighborhood, which increases the dissociation rate there. As a result, the neighboring regions are perturbed above the excitability threshold causing the propagation of protrusion pulses in both directions along the membrane. When two pulses traveling in opposite directions meet, they annihilate. This is due to the general property of excitable systems that, once excited, each point is insensitive to further perturbation for some time, before it returns to equilibrium. In our model, the refractory period corresponds to the recovery of the slow variables $l_a$ and $l_d$ to their stationary values.

The morphodynamics resembles the $V$-state identified experimentally for PtK1 epithelial cells (1): Most spontaneous protrusions split and propagate in both directions. They always terminate upon collision as waves in an excitable system do. The normal velocity of the membrane switches in this case between three phases (see Fig. 5, A–C): the base level (green), corresponding in our model to the steady state without noise; fast protrusion (red), corresponding to emerging protrusions; and fast retraction (blue) after every protrusion. Model parameters were tuned to obtain a pattern that mimics the normal velocity maps in Fig. 12 of Machacek and Danuser (1): The ratio $k_a$ to $k_0^d$ was used to adjust the period of the $I$-state to measured values; the membrane tension $S$ adjusts the propagation velocity of laterally traveling waves; and, essentially, $v_{g\text{max}} - v_i$ sets the scale of the normal velocity map. The values of $k_a$ to $k_0^d$, $S$, and $v_{g\text{max}} - v_i$ obtained that way are close to measured values or values used by other models also (see references in Table 1). Characteristics of the simulated waves resulting from these parameter choices also agree very well with the

![FIGURE 5](image_url) Simulated normal velocity maps of the membrane using different values for the polymerization velocity and noise level. Columns of the maps indicate the velocity values along the membrane for one time point. Rows indicate the velocity values for one point on the membrane over time. (A) $v_{p\text{max}} = 140 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$, $Q = 0.3 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$; (B) $v_{p\text{max}} = 140 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$, $Q = 0.25 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$; (C) $v_{p\text{max}} = 141 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$, $Q = 0.3 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$; (D) $v_{p\text{max}} = 110 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$, $Q = 0.3 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$; and (E) $v_{p\text{max}} = 110 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$, $Q = 0.1 \text{ nm s}^{-1}$. All other parameters are fixed as listed in Table 1. (A–C) Defined conditions for the $V$-state; (D and E) conditions for the $I$-state.
TABLE 1  Model parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actin monomer radius</td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>2.7 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence length of actin</td>
<td>$l_p$</td>
<td>15 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attachment rate</td>
<td>$k_a$</td>
<td>2.16 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachment constant</td>
<td>$k_d^0$</td>
<td>2 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation value of cross-linking</td>
<td>$v_{g}$</td>
<td>76 nm s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation length of cross-linking</td>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>100 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation value of polymerization velocity</td>
<td>$v_{p}^{\max}$</td>
<td>110–150 nm s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total filament density</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>100 $\mu$m$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation angle</td>
<td>$\theta_0$</td>
<td>35$^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring constant of linker</td>
<td>$k_l$</td>
<td>0.7 pN nm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective drag coefficient</td>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>2 pN $\mu$m$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane tension</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>10 pN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrograde flow</td>
<td>$v_r$</td>
<td>60 nm s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The ratio $k_d^0/S$, and $v_{g}^{\max} - v$, were chosen to fit the normal velocity maps in Machacek and Danuser (1). However, the obtained values are close to values given in the above references.

$^3$Results depend essentially on $v_{g}^{\max} - v$, only, because $v_g(t)$ (Eq. 2) is almost always in the saturation range.

$^3$Results depend only on $n/\eta$ and $S/\eta$, not on the absolute values of these parameters.

$^3$With a lamellipodium height $h_1$ of 176 nm (51) or 200 nm (52), we are close to the value of 0.035 pN nm$^{-1}$ given in Mogilner and Oster (52) for $S/h_1$.

Effect and signalling parameters most likely to depend on Rac1 activity are the total filament density $n$ and the polymerization velocity $v_{p}^{\max}$. Simple calculations based on the model presented in Carlson et al. (33) yield the following conditions as to how $n$ and $G$ vary with the amount of cofilin $C$ and the total amount of active Arp2/3-complex $A^0$ (see Supporting Material):

$$\frac{\partial n}{\partial A^0} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial n}{\partial C} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial G}{\partial A^0} < 0, \quad \frac{\partial G}{\partial C} > 0.$$  

**DISCUSSION**

Morphodynamic profiling of PtK1 epithelial cells identified two protrusion phenotypes by manipulating the pathways of actin assembly (1): Control cells are characterized by the V-state whereas upregulation of Rac1 activity induced a switch to the I-state. Inhibition of the filament nucleator Arp2/3 maintains the V-state but leads to fewer and less persistent waves. We have therefore analyzed if and how the change of the different control parameters can induce the same transitions in our model.

**Effects of Rac1 activation on Arp2/3- and cofilin-mediated actin assembly**

Increased Rac1 levels lead to increased activation of Arp2/3 and inhibition of cofilin via PAK (25,26). Arp2/3 nucleates filaments off existing filaments (27,28), whereas cofilin severs filaments and promotes their depolymerization (29–31). As a result of expressing constitutively active Rac1, branching is therefore intensified whereas depolymerization is weakened. Both effects change density and total length of filaments and affect the concentration of the actin monomers available for polymerization, $G$, to which growth velocity is proportional (32). Therefore, the model parameters most likely to depend on Rac1 activity are the total filament density $n$ and the polymerization velocity $v_{p}^{\max}$.
Rac1-dependent transition between traveling waves and synchronous oscillations

Fig. 6 shows the transition lines between $V$ and $I$ phenotypes in different parameter planes as they result from numerical simulations of the expressions in Eq. 6. In our model, a transition between $V$- and $I$-states cannot be induced by changing the total filament density while keeping $G$ constant (top left). Instead, the $V$-state is turned into the $I$-state by decreasing the polymerization velocity $v_{p}^{\text{max}}$ alone. Indeed, experimentally it was observed that expression of constitutively active Rac1, which does decrease the polymerization velocity (see above), does induce a $V$- to $I$-state transition. Constitutively active Rac1 may decrease polymerization velocity by promotion of branching, or by inhibition of cofilin. Both mechanisms lead to a depletion of the monomeric actin pool. The change in morphodynamics observed under inhibition of Arp2/3 can be used to distinguish these scenarios quantitatively: Direct inhibition of Arp2/3 does not change the phenotype, but leads only to decreased incidence and persistence of the waves (1). Such a change in morphodynamics can be achieved in the model by increasing polymerization velocity inside the excitable domain, and therefore increasing the excitability threshold. Interestingly, only a relatively minor change of the polymerization velocity is required to reproduce this change in the model: Changes from 140 nm s$^{-1}$ to 141 nm s$^{-1}$ cause the transition from Fig. 5, A–C. In contrast, a larger change of the polymerization velocity (from 140 nm s$^{-1}$ in A to 110 nm s$^{-1}$ in D) is necessary to reproduce the effect of excess Rac1 activation with the model. Association of the pattern in Fig. 5 A with wild-type cells, of the pattern in Fig. 5 C with Arp2/3-inhibited cells, and of the pattern in Fig. 5 D with Rac1-activated cells, suggests that downregulation of Arp2/3 activation must have a smaller effect on the polymerization velocity than downregulation of cofilin. Therefore, our model predicts that inhibition of cofilin, and not activation of Arp2/3, is the dominant mechanism to decrease the pool of monomeric actin under expression of constitutively active Rac1 responsible for the switch $V$- to $I$-state morphodynamics.

The ratio between the variations of the monomer concentration with the amount of Arp2/3 and cofilin is given by (see Supporting Material and (34))

$$\frac{\partial G/\partial A^{0}}{\partial G/\partial C} = \frac{C}{A^{0} - A}.$$

Our results therefore imply that the concentration $C$ of active cofilin is much smaller than the concentration of Arp2/3 bound to filaments in PtK1 cells denoted by $A^{0} - A$.

Alternative mechanisms for a transition between traveling waves and synchronous oscillations

Transitions from a $V$- to an $I$-state can be induced also by variation of attachment ($k_{a}$) and detachment ($k_{d}$) rates, as well as by variation of the saturation value of the cross-linking velocity ($v_{c}^{\text{max}}$) and its saturation length ($l_{p}$) (Fig. 6). In contrast, variations in retrograde flow ($v_{r}$, top right) and persistence length ($l_{p}$, bottom right) have almost no effect on the morphodynamic pattern. This suggests that manipulations of a PtK1 cell that would affect the binding or cross-linking processes could lead to shape dynamics similar to the dynamics of cells expressing constitutively active Rac1. In contrast to the activation of Rac1, Arp2/3, and cofilin, these parameters are currently impossible to manipulate.

Relation to other models of cell protrusion dynamics

In our model, different dynamic regimes emerge from the changes of the free polymer length in the filament brush growing toward the plasma membrane and interactions...
between filament tips and membrane. These aspects are distinct from other models linking actin cytoskeleton dynamics to cell shape (35–41). Besides the field tests of the model based on our own, existing morphodynamic profiles, the importance of $l_g$ and $l_q$ as dynamic variables is also supported by experiments which changed the free filament length by perturbation of Ena/VASP (42). In agreement with our model, long free lengths yield slow edge velocities because filaments are too floppy to exert a strong pushing force, whereas short free lengths yield slow velocities due to the polymerization rate limited by strong force (42). Similar observations were made by Koestler et al. (11).

There are a variety of studies describing the shape dynamics of whole cells, in particular of keratocytes (43,44). These studies describe a correlation between smooth leading-edge shape and high steady migration velocity and more dynamic and irregular leading-edge shape at low velocities. The change of leading-edge dynamics is linked to a change of migration velocity. We propose that the acceleration of migration corresponds to an increase of $v_{\text{max}}$ away from the Hopf bifurcation into the excitable regime, leading to a transition from irregular patterns to steady homogenous protrusion. Therefore, our model adds to these earlier models a mechanism for the transition between oscillating and persistent protrusion observed between different cell types.

Shlomovitz and Gov (45) and Kuusela and Alt (46) have both proposed models that also explain shape fluctuations, including the lateral propagation of protrusion waves. In contrast to our experimental data from polarized epithelial cells, which suggest that dynamics of lamellipodia is myosin-independent (1), these models require motor-driven contraction. Experimental data supporting the notion that actomyosin contractility plays an important role in cell shape dynamics was published by the Sheetz lab (47). It should be noted that these experiments investigated the molecular mechanisms of cell spreading before cell polarization and directed cell protrusion. Whereas, in our model, $I$-states arise with a rapid synchronization of the lamellipodium network assembly along the edge of a polarized epithelial cell, the $I$-state during initial cell spreading originates from the periodic contraction-relaxation of an unpolarized lamellar actin network. Intriguingly, Sheetz and colleagues (48) noted in their experimental system a phase transition from $I$-state to $V$-state behavior at later stages of the spreading process. It is tempting to speculate that this transition is associated with the formation of a noncontractile lamellipodium in front of the contractile lamella, accompanied by a gradual increase of the contributions of a brush-driven to a contraction-driven pulsation mechanism. Future versions of our model will therefore add gel dynamics to brush-driven mechanisms to account for pulsatile retrograde flow. However, such a model will be significantly more complex, as it needs to incorporate a description of the dynamic interactions between lamellipodium and lamella, much of which remain to be explored experimentally.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we propose here a model for the spatial coupling of protrusion dynamics via the mechanical interaction of actin filaments with the plasma membrane. Our model has demonstrated capability of explaining key switches in the morphodynamic behaviors of epithelial cells induced by molecular manipulations of actin assembly, quantified in Machacek and Danuser (1). It also explains a large body of further, more-qualitative observations of protrusion behaviors. Future extensions of the model may consider explicitly processes that are currently lumped in phenomenological parameters. For example, retrograde flow is likely to depend on the forces generated by interactions between membrane and actin filaments as well as the dynamic activity of myosin motors. Moreover, the restriction to a constant total barbed-end density could be replaced by inclusion of nucleation and capping as control mechanisms of free barbed-end dynamics.

In many cases, the effects of manipulations of actin cytoskeleton dynamics are often difficult to observe directly. Hence, linking molecular functions to morphodynamic responses remains challenging. The model presented here presents a first cornerstone of a quantitative bridge between the modes of action of an experimental perturbation at the molecular scale and the morphodynamics of the cell edge. Given the ease with which both perturbation experiments and morphodynamic measurements can be conducted, this model will become a powerful tool in defining regulatory pathways of cell morphology.
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